5 Must-Have Functionalities for Your Mobile-Based Scheduling Solution

Guide
Welcome to the ultimate guide on optimizing your mobile-based scheduling solution with the five must-have functionalities that will revolutionize the way you manage workforce scheduling.

In a dynamic and fast-paced business environment, efficient scheduling is crucial for maximizing productivity and ensuring seamless operations.

This guide will delve into the key features that can transform your scheduling system into a powerful tool for workforce management.

As you navigate through these five crucial functionalities, you'll gain insights into optimizing your mobile-based scheduling solution to meet the demands of a dynamic workforce.

Elevate your scheduling capabilities, increase efficiency, and foster a more agile and responsive workplace with these essential features. Let's embark on this journey to transform the way you manage your workforce scheduling.
QUALIFICATION MANAGEMENT

With automation, you have the ability to create a schedule in minutes that matches the ever-changing labor needs of your organization. But generating the schedule is only half the battle.

Putting the best and most qualified person in each job is the other half. It’s arguably one of the most important aspects of keeping compliant, particularly in food processing.

Since you should only be assigning qualified workers with the right certifications to each position, any scheduling solution worth its salt should have qualification management embedded at the start of the process. With centralized access to all of your hourly employees’ certifications, you can search and identify workers based on specific skills; you’ll also know when qualifications expire.

A Qualification Management System (QMS) highlights the best workers for each job. Here are just a few benefits this provides:

- You avoid costly compliance penalties and employee downtime by ensuring that everyone is eligible
- When it comes to distributing overtime, you have access to both salary and qualifications—adding an extra layer of fiscal restraint
- Your operations run smoothly because you’ll always have the right person, in the right place, at the right time
Managing leave is the other side of the scheduling coin. If your current scheduling solution cannot make it easy for managers to approve or deny leave requests from the comfort of their mobile device, then it's time to find a new system.

47% of shift workers who claimed that they wanted to use a mobile app for having more transparency over their schedules noted they would use the “request time off” feature the most. So, allowing employees to request leave easily through their mobile devices isn’t just a perk—it’s becoming an expectation.

You should be able to easily track employees’ balances for leaves, such as number of vacation or sick days. This will help HR more easily monitor time off abuses or issues concerning overlapping vacation requests. You can even input company restrictions to prevent time off from being requested in the first place during certain critical periods.

While not a necessity, annual vacation planning could be a great benefit to some organizations. Knowing when each employee is taking extended leave a year in advance could really streamline some processes. Managers can effectively handle overlapping requests with pre-existing rules, such as seniority. Since vacation planning is in the hands of the employee, HR and Operations have more time to ensure that leave balances and vacation rules are maintained.
Absences are a natural part of the daily grind. Time off is an integral part of maintaining employee health and happiness. While it’s all grand when the absences are known about and accounted for, how are you currently handling unplanned absences?

Sicknesses and no-shows occur frequently in a 24×7 environment. Your mobile tool needs to account for filling those vacancies, no matter how last minute. There are a few ways you can do this.

You can **digitize your call-out lists**, creating an easily accessible “shortlist” of the best employees to call for the position. By creating robust profiles and lists of employees to call for vacancy opportunities before you need to use them, you’ll be able to find the right list of qualified employees to call based on your unique rules.

Alternatively, you can choose to **automate the call-out process** entirely. It takes all the convenience of those digitized call-out lists and then does the calling (or texting) for you. All you need to do is click a few buttons to initiate the automated reach-out.

Your employees shouldn’t feel guilty about being sick. With easy fixes for filling in that scheduling gap, employees won’t feel pressured into finding their own replacement. And management won’t waste hours dialing phone numbers (without any oversight into if the people they are calling are qualified for the job).
33% of employees surveyed by Korn Ferry claimed they quit their jobs because they're bored. Boredom even beat out higher pay for the reason people left for new opportunities.

It's clear that employees want options and flexibility. Why not give them what they want to keep them challenged and engaged enough to stay?

With digitized job bidding, your employees can pick their preferences for what their base schedules (job type, shift time, etc.) would be. They would select and prioritize their preferences in the same centralized platform that the schedules are hosted in. What's better is you'll never have to worry about unqualified people volunteering for a job, thanks to the integrated QMS.

Job bidding can be a great opportunity to fill long-term, temporary gaps that occur during maternity leave or illness. You satisfy an employee's taste for something new that they volunteered for in the first place while also effortlessly filling that vacancy to keep operations running smoothly. It's a win-win!
Creating and managing schedules for your hourly employees is complicated enough; when workers need to trade shifts with each other, an entirely different process needs to be initiated. The scheduler has to field the request, ensure both workers are qualified to fill the positions they are swapping, and keep track of overtime hours to make sure neither person unnecessarily goes over.

This process simply creates a lot of work for management. But swapping shifts can and should be done on mobile, with the managers being more hands-off! In the same way job bidding can be digitized and put in the hands of the employee, so can shift swapping.

Through their mobile device, the requestor can simply put their undesired shift up for grabs. Like a job board that only the most relevant people can see, only qualified, available employees are able to see the open opportunity.

Employees will see the swap whether they have their own undesired shift or not, and those that want it can request to finalize the swap with the requestor. The system can either automatically approve the swap and have it reflected on the schedule or, if you prefer a bit more oversight, a notification can be sent to you for approval—which you can give at the click of a button.
Conclusion

#01  — Qualification management ensures compliant schedules by matching certified workers to positions, avoiding penalties and optimizing operations.

#02  — Absence management facilitates seamless leave processes, from approval to balance tracking and vacation planning.

#03  — Vacancy filling tackles unexpected absences with digitized call-out lists and automated processes for efficiency.

#04  — Job bidding empowers employees through schedule preferences, enhancing engagement for retention.

#05  — Shift swapping streamlines scheduling, optimizing swaps through mobile for managerial efficiency and flexibility.

If you want to optimize your scheduling while promoting engagement and retention, you’ll need a mobile scheduling platform to help allocate the right people in the right place at the right time.
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